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This term in the Fossey class, the pupils have been focusing on script writing, 

following on from the creative story writing last term. The focus has been on 

Romeo & Juliet by William Shakespeare.  

Pupils in the Fossey class re-created scripts written by Shakespeare, then 

compared this with more modern versions of the story, such as West Side Story 

and Dangerous Minds. This then prompted the class to create graffiti Art and 

learn a song from one of the films (Mr Tambourine Man by Bob Dylan from the film 

Dangerous Minds) and re-created the song in our Music lessons using Guitars and 

Djembes. 

 

 

We have also been working on an Art project inspired by a Japanese female artist 

called Yayoi Kusama. Yayoi is known for creating brightly coloured art installations 

using simple shapes made into elaborate designs. The pupils in Fossey class were 

motivated to create their own installation using lampshades coloured in different 

designs and shapes on a black background with splattered paint on it. 

 



 

As part of this term’s Topic of ‘Stone-age, Bone-age’, the class re-imagined scenes 

from the Jurassic Era in the local park, terrifyingly running away from a T-Rex 

before they are lunch! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Intergenerational Art Project 2  

Lamaar pupils delivered a beautful art workshop to 6 residents fom the Lakes 

Nursing Home, which will be included in our annual exhibtion. Residents were aged 

between 61 and 93. Emily Robins mum also came along and helped out on the day, 

which was greatly appreciated.   

 
 

Postcard response from to Rene Iknow ( Holocaust Survivor) 

As you may remember, all pupils were asked to write a postcard to a Holocaust 

survivor.  

This was arranged through the Holocaust Memorial Trust and they ensured that 

Rene would respond to each school. We received her response and  Daniel, who you 

may remember, did not believe that there was actually a survivor,  opened the 

letter and read it out in assembly alongside Mrs M Butler.  

 
 

 

 

 



Easter Coffee Morning/ Sale  at the Lakes  (Sports Relief ) 

Pupils from Hubble came across to Lamaar class and shared their skills alongside 

Mr Edgar and taught Lamarr pupils how to make paracord bracelets, which they 

sold at the coffee morning to raise money for Sports Relief. 

Lamarr also made some beautiful gift sets for coffee morning. Some of the items 

left over, were taken to The Lakes Nursing Home and we managed to raise a 

further £43. 

 
 

Belgium Spoon  

Emily from Lamarr was interested in a story I had told her from my school trip to 

Belgium 3 years ago.  The museum houses a spoon which belongs to a local man, 

Emily is keen to try and re-unite the soldier’s family with the spoon.  

Together with Mrs Mac, Emily contacted the Ulster Memorial Museum in Belgium 

and corresponded with a man called Teddy, who is delighted that we are trying to 

do this. We have also run an article in the Reporter to see if we can acquire any 

further details.  

 
 

Blackpool comes to The lakes  

Tracey from The Lakes has invited Lamarr as a thank you for their art workshop, 

over to the Lakes 16th June to celebrate Blackpool coming to the Lakes. We have to 



make a large (not to scale) Blackpool Tower out of recycled items for them to 

display in the centre of their courtyard. Hopefully it should be a lovely event and is 

being opened by the Mayoress. 

 

Animation  

Maddock from Lamarr group has been making his own animations using a new app 

called Stop Animation. This is to accompany his pen sketch drawing that he loves to 

do. He has made blutac sculptures, which he tirelessly moves in each scene, to 

create an animation.  

In total, Maddock has moved the figures, a staggering 1000 times to create a 

minute movie, now that’s patience!  

 
 

‘Save the Tiger’ Cake Sale at Hyde Community College 

Charleigh from Lamarr was keen to raise money to save a tiger. She looked into 

adopting a tiger through Chester Zoo and printed off lots of information. She 

came up with the idea of designing some cupcakes topped with a tiger and wording 

and costed the price of making 120 cakes.  

Along with Mrs Mac, Charleigh designed the cake toppers and organized a time to 

go across to Hyde Community College and sell the cakes.  

Although on the day, Charleigh was unable to go over to Hyde for the sale, 

Maddock stepped up to the mark and was able to raise a staggering £43 in just 15 

minutes.  

 

Well done Maddock and Charleigh.  



 
 

Hyde Town Hall Art Gallery 

As you may well be aware we have a large space at Hyde Town Hall to display pupil’s 

art work. This has received lots of positive attention and we hope to keep this up. 

Lamarr group is responsible for the upkeep of the gallery and regularly attend, to 

change and update the displays. Maddock, who loves to sketch using only pen and 

his imagination now has his own section there.  

 
 

Oldham Coliseum Stage Combat Workshop  

Mrs Mac, Mrs M Butler and Mrs E Southall attended Oldham Coliseum to take part 

in a Stage Combat workshop. We leant some fantastic techniques to use with pupils 

in drama and we hope to use this in our lessons.  

 

Arts Award Workshop 

Pupils from Lamarr visited the Together Centre and met with Jackie the Art 

Councilor to work on a plan for our Arts Awards workshop, which we are hosting 2nd 

July. This is part of our Good Award Practice Centre. Pupils felt that this Centre 

was better than the Grafton Centre as the space was bigger and able to 

accommodate the work needed to put on display.  



 
 

Drama  

Pupils in Lamarr enjoy debating and we have been studying all about debates and 

how to put an argument across successfully. Pupils have been looking at scenarios 

and listening to one another’s views. They have respected the views of others. We 

looked at the medical councils criteria when selecting patients and from a set of 

criteria debated as to which patients to choose. This was a difficult choice to 

make, but enabled pupils to recognize that it is easier to make decisions when 

there is no emotional attachment. We were also able to debate lots of themes 

which occurred in our class book ‘Of Mice And Men’ 

 
 

 

Arts Awards nominations 

Last term the school entered Charleigh Jones for an Arts Award, as part of 

Curious Minds North West Cultural Education Awards 2018.  

These awards shine a light on those individuals, schools and organizations that have 

gone above and beyond in their work to bring the benefits of great arts and 

culture to the region's children and young people - celebrating and championing 

best practice and innovation in the sector. 

We are proud to announce that Charleigh was selected as one of 7 finalists and we 

wish her luck on 27th June where the winner will be announced at a glittering 

ceremony at Preston Guild Hall. 



 
 

Art lessons 

KS3 have been concentrating on female artists this term in preparation for the 

annual gallery, Retreat to the Exhibition. As well as covering the work of Wassily 

Kandinsky and the female artist Sonia Delauney. Their completed work will be 

exhibited at our annual SEN Art’s exhibition and form part of their Arts Awards.  

They have also learned all about Margaret Keane and some have watched the film 

Big Eyes whilst producing their own version of Big Eyes. 

They continue to take part in guided art painting sessions per half term and pupils 

are engaging well with this. 

 
 

Music Lesson 

This term we have been working with djembe drums keyboard and guitar. Pupils 

have been learning how to play songs from the band Snow Patrol ‘chasing cars’ on 

the guitar and keyboard. Pupils have enjoyed the lessons and worked well together.  

 
  



 

 

 

Over the term, we have had a real focus on creating art that relates to our topic 

on the Stone Age. The class, have all produced an interpretation of Stonehenge at 

sunset; they have painted a picture of the Woolly Mammoth and Cave paintings.  

They have also studied Rainforest animals; selected their favourite, painted them 

and then researched facts about them.   

 

As part of Art, the class watched a filmed called ‘Big Eyes’ based on the artist 

Keane. The class then created their own paintings of eyes. They have also had a 

focus on female artists over the half term.  

 

In remembrance of the Manchester Terrorist Attack, the class created a painting 

of the Manchester Bee that incorporated the 22 names of the victims.  

 

In preparation for the next term, Curie class have all completed a mindfulness 

picture on the topic of sport. This was linked to Mental Health Awareness week. 

They have also designed their own football kits for the upcoming World Cup.  

 

We have completed Asdan Stepping Stones modules for the environment and for 

community. 

 

We have looked at cave art and other primitive art, including tribal art. 

We have joined in a session where we made paint from natural materials as Cave 

painters would have done and made our own cave paintings this way. 

 

We have used mod rock and plaster of paris and clay to create models of dinosaurs 

and fossils. 

 



We have made sculpture boxes for the Stone Age scenes we have made through 

modelling. 

 

We have used the film versions of books we have been reading to compare. 

In music we have looked at guitar music. 

 

 

It's been another busy half term in Logie Baird. We've enjoyed our topic on the 

Stone Age. 

 

We've 'explored' the caves at Lascaux via the wonders of the internet, and made 

our own cave out of papier mache to decorate. 

 

We had a go at grinding rocks to make paint, just like the Stone Age people did, 

when we went on an experience day at Park Bridge. We also used pastels to 

recreate the 'cave of hands'. 

 

In Dance, we have used the cave paintings as inspiration to create a sequence of 

movement recreating Stone Age life. 

 

In Drama, we have explored the feelings of the main character in our novel 'Stone 

Age Boy' focusing on the scene where he met the girl, Om. We have also used the 

novel as a 'base' from which to write our own stories, where we learned to write 

better 'openings' 

 

The children in Logie Baird thoroughly enjoy their Arts experiences, and it 

continues to be central to what we do. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

This term, all pupils took part in a class discussion about Manners,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSHE: The pupils talked about what each word meant and then split into groups 

to discuss different scenarios.  

They also designed a poster for the classroom to remind everyone to show 

respect for ourselves and each other. 

 

Pupils have been learning about the Stone Age in Topic this half term.  

For Art, they designed their drawings on plain white paper using pencil and then 

they created their own Cave paintings from chalks onto black paper.  

They have also designed Stone Age tools and made their own axes using Paper 

Mache and string to bind the axe head onto the stick. Finally they painted them. 
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On 9th May, 4 classes travelled to Park Bridge for the day. They made their own 

dens in the woods guided by Michael in the morning. In the afternoon they 

worked with Lesley pond dipping and mixed their own natural paints by the side 

of the river. They then used the paints to create some lovely art. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

As it is the Year of the Woman celebrating 100 years since women were given the 

vote, the pupils have researched a female Artist. They learnt about Beatrix Potter 

and looked at her illustrations from her books. They then drew their own pictures 

using pencil crayons on paper. 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 



                                                                                        

As part of Literacy, all pupils performed– Top Gun of the Sky –by Martin Bradley-  

a poem about a Peregrine Falcon. They really enjoyed using expression – especially 

when describing ‘the flying machine designed to attack!’ 

In dance, Children have been expressing themselves to Music; hunting, building 

fires, cave painting and being Stone Age Hunter Gatherers. 

In music the children have been using drums, key boards and Ukuleles with Steve. 

Laurie joined us for a full session on drums when it was pupils verses staff in a 

drum off!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
The children in Pasteur group have been focusing on Dinosaurs, for both their topic 

and art sessions. 

 

First we made a big Tyrannosaurus Rex for our class display board, which was 

created and painted by the whole class over 2 art sessions. Then they did some 

stippling, using paint sponges and stencils of their chosen dinosaurs. Other pictures 

were created, by using chalks and silhouettes of a dinosaur.  

 

Last term the children were leaning all the facts about dinosaurs, and how they 

move look and sound.  

 

This was also incorporated into their dance sessions, where they had to imagine 

they were the dinosaurs. So how they moved and walked across the land and earth. 

The children really enjoyed picking different ones to move to with music. 

 

The children also worked with the theme of dinosaurs, in their music sessions. 

They used the Djembe drums to create sounds both fast and loud, to soft and slow. 

(They preferred loud) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Last term the children in Fleming accessed and completed a number of activities 

involving the Arts.  

The topic was Dinosaurs so the children helped to make a large Tyrannosaurus Rex 

skeleton using white fingerprints on black paper.  They helped to make a large 

Diplodocus using paint. With clay they all created their own dinosaur, practising 

their fine motor skills to manipulate the clay into different shapes. They also 

created their own Tyrannosaurus Rex using junk model material which they then 

painted.  

In Dance the children have been learning how to move in different ways like 

Dinosaurs. They have listened to the music and looked carefully at how the 

different dinosaurs moved and chose their movements accordingly.  

Through music and singing the children have learnt lots of different actions, songs 

and Nursery Rhymes to support their communication and language skills. Amongst 

their favourites are; There was a Crocodile and the Skeleton song. A few of the 

children have accessed music lessons and learnt how to do basic beats on a Djembe 

drum. 

 


